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Hazelnut Non-Dairy Substitute

Introducing

Finally, a Non-Dairy Substitute you can cook with JUST LIKE DAIRY!
This new line of nutritious, great-tasting plant milk
is made from Oregon hazelnuts, using a
proprietary process that delivers a delicious
alternative to dairy milk.

What began as a home experiment to solve a
cooking crisis, has now turned into a quest to help
others who have challenges with dairy milk. Cheri
Redgrave, founder, and brand ambassador tells the
story. “I love to cook. But at the age of 62, I was
diagnosed with four food allergies including
wheat, eggs, dairy, and of all things, peas. After
much trial and error, I eventually found
substitutions for all of these ingredients except
dairy. So many of the high volume nut milks are
mostly water. That’s fine for coffee, but who
wants water in their gravy! Other products are
brown or pink and have aftertastes that just don’t
work in cooking. ”

Thus started a two year journey of discovery trials,
and experiments to find a suitable dairy
replacement that looks like dairy milk, functions
like dairy milk in recipes and tastes remarkably
similar to dairy. After all, people with food
allergies should be able to make meals the whole
family can enjoy, with or without food allergies.

up to a quart of finished milk substitute when
combined with water in the consumer’s kitchen
blender. If the consumer desires a richer flavor, they
simply add less water. They can even make
buttermilk.

This new product comes at a time when consumers
are looking to add delicious milk alternatives to their
plate. More people than ever are experimenting with
plant-centric diets, prioritizing health and wellness
goals while reducing their impact on the planet. From
2000 through 2019, per capita consumption of dairy
milk declined nearly 29%. A Nielsen survey found that
nearly 40% of Americans are trying to eat more plant-
based foods. Cheri’s HazelCream fulfills this need
perfectly.

In addition to versatility
in the kitchen and great
taste on the table, its
unique packaging offers
consumers the advantage
of being able to take the
product and customize it
to their needs.

Their 2-pack includes
two, 2 fluid ounce
portions that each make

COOK WITH IT BAKE WITH ITDRINK IT

To learn more about the product and how to order it, visit https://CherisHazelCream.com.
To learn more about Cheri and how she has taken on her food allergies, see her companion
sites, https://CherisAllergyAdventure.com and https://2cooks4allergies.com to view

interviews, recipes, and more.
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Use this QR Code to visit →
https://CherisHazelCream.com

← Use this QR Code to see
these recipes and more

Hazelnut Non-Dairy Substitute

Here are just a few of the many ways you can use

Creamy Cheese Sauce

This recipe makes wonderful sandwich buns that are
extremely versatile. They are gluten, egg, and dairy free,
made with Cheriʼs HazelCream. Donʼt be fooled by the fact
this recipe makes 18 buns, remember they are slider sized
and will disappear before you know it.

https://2cooks4allergies.com/slider-buns
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Sweet Lemon Cake

Savory Slider Buns

This lemon cake has become a favorite of friends and
family. It is the ʻgo-toʼ birthday cake, and it rarely lasts a

day. No one ever dubs it ʻthat gluten free cakeʼ or ʻthat egg
free cakeʼ or ʻthat milk free cakeʼ, even though itʼs all of

the above made with Cheriʼs HazelCream.

https://2cooks4allergies.com/lemon-cake

This is a perfect party treat. When it is hot, boy is it
smooth; the perfect dip for tortilla chips, baked potatoes,
or fresh veggies. Itʼs a perfect way to use Cheriʼs
HazelCream. This quick, wonderfully delicious dip is also
good cold. All dairy free and gluten free.

https://2cooks4allergies.com/creamy-cheese-sauce


